
Freyssinet, Finsterwalder
and Fallingwater
Origins and Solutions in 

Prestressed Concrete

Lecture themes
Freyssinet’s story and the origins of prestressed concrete (PC)

Aside: how does construction elegance map into structural art?
Finsterwalder’s advancements in PC briddges

Aside: Magnel’s ground breaking work popularizing PC
Precast PC and America’s Walnut Lane Bridge

Aside: Challenges with expressing form in PC
Fallingwater, historic preservation enabled through PC 
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Le Veurdre



Freyssinet 
1879-1962



“an official letter put me in charge 
of supervising…the execution of 
these bridges whose designer I was, 
for which I was to be the contractor 
and the plans of which had never 
been submitted for anyone’s 
approval…[My superior granted] 
me unlimited credit out of his funds 
but without giving me a single man, 
tool, or piece of advice. Never was a 
builder given such freedom, I was 
absolute master receiving orders 
and advice from no one.”

Freyssinet’s recollection of the Le 
Veurdre commission
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St Pierre du Vauvray
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Saint-Pierre-du-Vauvray Bridge. 
Photo by Jacques Mossot 













Plougastel (1930)











Q: Does elegance in construction matter? 
Q: How does construction fit into the concept of structural art?











Consider a single pre-stressed
concrete T-beam as shown
under load test to the right

*numerical values inspired from Nilson, Design of Presstressed Concrete, Ch. 6

Loss of stress in the pre-stressing steel
Friction   6,800 psi (47 MPa)
Creep  17,400 psi (120 MPa)
Shrinkage 12,100 psi (83 MPa)
Relaxation   3,800 psi (26 MPa)
Total fill in total here!
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Consider a single pre-stressed
concrete T-beam as shown
under load test to the right

*numerical values inspired from Nilson, Design of Presstressed Concrete, Ch. 6

Loss of stress in the pre-stressing steel
Friction   6,800 psi (47 MPa)
Creep  17,400 psi (120 MPa)
Shrinkage 12,100 psi (83 MPa)
Relaxation   3,800 psi (26 MPa)
Total            40,100 psi (276 MPa)

If I use standard
50,000 psi steel
what is the loss
in effectiveness?
40,100/50,000=
0.8 ! 80%
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strands, thank 
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have 250,000 psi 
steel, now?
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Consider a single pre-stressed
concrete T-beam as shown
under load test to the right

*numerical values inspired from Nilson, Design of Presstressed Concrete, Ch. 6

Loss of stress in the pre-stressing steel
Friction   6,800 psi (47 MPa)
Creep  17,400 psi (120 MPa)
Shrinkage 12,100 psi (83 MPa)
Relaxation   3,800 psi (26 MPa)
Total            40,100 psi (276 MPa)

If I use steel 
strands, thank 
you Roebling, I 
have 250,000 psi 
steel, now?
40,100/250,000=
0.16 ! 16%







Luzancy Br. (1946)
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Pont de Luzancy. 
Photo by Jacques Mossot 
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Pont Saint-Michel, Toulouse. 
Photo by Jacques Mossot 
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Pont Saint-Michel, Toulouse. 
Photo by Jacques Mossot 

Similar to DC’s 2006
Woodrow Wilson Bridge?





Gustave  Magnel
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Ulrich Finsterwalder
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Power of prestressing:
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Maldonado Bridge 
Date taken: 8 March 2003 

Photo by Jose Bellido de Luna 



Pre-stressing is an enabling
technology.

Does it always enable innovation
in structures that leads to 
structural art?



Pre-stressing is an enabling
technology.

Does it always enable innovation
in structures that leads to 
structural art?

Let us learn the story of how
pre-stressed concrete came to 
America. (and what aspects of
pre-stressing became popular
the world over)







shape the pre-stressing tendon instead of shaping the beam...











Pre-stressing is an enabling
technology.

Does it always enable innovation
in structures that leads to 
structural art?

Discuss..



Pre-stressing is an enabling
technology.

Does it always enable innovation
in structures that leads to 
structural art?

What are other potentials of
such technology?





“It is every homeowner’s 
nightmare.  The architect got 
into a fight with the engineer 
over whether the design skimped 
on structural materials.  The 
engineer wanted to make the 
floors stronger, but the architect 
said extra steel would make 
them unsupportably heavy. Now, 
both are dead, and it turns out 
that the engineer was right.” 

–New York Times
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